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Abstract—Dimensionality reduction is an important operation
in information visualization, feature extraction, clustering, re-
gression, and classification, especially for processing noisy high
dimensional data. However, most existing approaches preserve
either the global or the local structure of the data, but not both.
Approaches that preserve only the global data structure, such
as principal component analysis (PCA), are usually sensitive to
outliers. Approaches that preserve only the local data structure,
such as locality preserving projections, are usually unsupervised
(and hence cannot use label information) and uses a fixed
similarity graph. We propose a novel linear dimensionality
reduction approach, supervised discriminative sparse PCA with
adaptive neighbors (SDSPCAAN), to integrate neighborhood-free
supervised discriminative sparse PCA and projected clustering
with adaptive neighbors. As a result, both global and local
data structures, as well as the label information, are used for
better dimensionality reduction. Classification experiments on
nine high-dimensional datasets validated the effectiveness and
robustness of our proposed SDSPCAAN.
Index Terms—Principal component analysis, adaptive neigh-
bors, linear dimensionality reduction
I. INTRODUCTION
Defined as the process of projecting high-dimensional
data into a low-dimensional subspace, dimensionality re-
duction is an important operation in information visualiza-
tion, feature extraction, clustering, regression, and classifi-
cation [1]. Linear dimensionality reduction approaches are
frequently used for processing noisy high dimensional data,
due to their low computational cost and simple geometric
interpretations [2]. We divide linear dimensionality reduc-
tion approaches into three groups: neighborhood-free ap-
proaches, fixed-neighborhood based approaches, and adaptive-
neighborhood based approaches.
Neighborhood-free dimensionality reduction approaches re-
quire no neighborhood information. For instance, as one of
the first dimensionality reduction approaches in the literature,
principal component analysis (PCA) [3] reduces the dimen-
sionality of data by projecting them onto orthogonal directions
of high variances. The traditional PCA is unsupervised, and
hence cannot make use of label information. To extend it
to supervised learning, supervised PCA [4] maximizes the
Hilbert-Schmidt independence between the labels and the or-
thogonally projected data. To incorporate PCA with Laplacian
eigenmaps [5], graph-Laplacian PCA (gLPCA) [6] adds a
weighted Laplacian embedding loss to a variant formulation
of PCA (vPCA) for closed-form solution. To extend vPCA to
supervised sparse learning, supervised discriminative sparse
PCA (SDSPCA) [7] adds a label-related term and a sparse
L2,1 regularization [8] to vPCA. As one of the most widely
used supervised dimensionality reduction approaches, linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) [9] seeks for directions of high
separation between different classes. Robust LDA [10] refor-
mulates the traditional LDA by minimizing the within class
covariance and reducing the influence of outliers via L2,1
regularization [8]. Self-weighted adaptive locality discriminant
analysis [11] reformulates the traditional LDA by minimizing
the within class covariance in a pairwise expression and adding
L2,1 regularization [8]. To utilize multi-view data in dimen-
sionality reduction, canonical correlations analysis (CCA) [12]
jointly maps data from two sources into the same subspace
and maximizes the correlation between the projected data. To
extend CCA to supervised learning, discriminative CCA [13]
maximizes the within-class correlation between the projected
data. Discriminative sparse generalized CCA [14] further adds
sparsity to the discriminative CCA, and also extends it to more
than two views.
To preserve neighborhood information in dimensionality
reduction, fixed-neighborhood based dimensionality reduction
approaches usually assign a fixed similarity graph of data via
heat kernel, nearest neighbors, reconstruction weights [15], or
local scaling [16]. For example, as a linear approximation of
the Laplacian eigenmaps [5], locality preserving projections
(LPP) [17] forces the projection of the connected points in the
similarity graph to stay as close as possible. As a linear anal-
ogy to locally linear embedding [18], neighborhood preserving
embedding (NPE) [15] represents each data point as a linear
combination of its neighbors, and then forces the projection
of the points to preserve this reconstruction relationship.
Local Fisher discriminant analysis [19] reformulates LDA in
a pairwise expression and assigns a weight to each pairwise
distance via a similarity graph. Similarly, locality preserving
CCA [20] reformulates CCA in a pairwise expression and adds
weights to the pairwise distances via a similarity graph.
Different from fixed-neighborhood based dimensionality
reduction approaches that rely on a fixed similarity graph,
adaptive-neighborhood based dimensionality reduction ap-
proaches use an adaptive similarity graph. For instance, pro-
jected clustering with adaptive neighbors (PCAN) [21] allows
for adaptive neighbors and is able to construct a predefined
number of clusters via graphs [22], [23]. To extend PCAN
to multi-view learning, multi-view feature extraction with
structured graph [24] minimizes the differences between the
adaptive similarity graph of all views and the fixed similarity
graph of each view. To use PCAN for feature selection, struc-
tured optimal graph feature selection [25] adds a weighted L2,p
regularization of orthogonal projection matrix to the objective
function of PCAN. Projective unsupervised flexible embedding
with optimal graph [26] combines PCAN and ridge regression
for image and video representation. To extend PCAN to
supervised learning, simultaneously learning neighborship and
projection (SLNP) [27] learns class-wise similarity graphs and
the projection matrix simultaneously.
In summary, neighborhood-free dimensionality reduction
approaches that preserve the global data structure are usu-
ally more sensitive to outliers than neighborhood based ap-
proaches that preserve the local structure. To remedy this,
SDSPCA [7] applies L2,1 regularization [8] to reduce the
influence of outliers. Adaptive-neighborhood based dimen-
sionality reduction approaches that learn the similarity graph
and projection matrix simultaneously are usually advantageous
to fixed-neighborhood based approaches. However, most ex-
isting adaptive-neighborhood based dimensionality reduction
approaches are unsupervised, leading to unsatisfactory clas-
sification performance. To remedy this, SLNP [27] extends
PCAN to supervised learning, but it needs adequate data from
each class for class-wise similarity graph construction.
This paper proposes supervised discriminative sparse PCA
with adaptive neighbors (SDSPCAAN) for dimensionality
reduction, which extends PCAN to supervised learning, fol-
lowing the approach in [28], and integrates it with the state-
of-the-art SDSPCA.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II introduces PCA, SDSPCA, PCAN and our proposed
SDSPCAAN. Section III describes the nine high-dimensional
datasets and our experimental results. Section IV draws con-
clusions.
II. METHODS
In this paper, matrices and vectors are denoted by uppercase
and lowercase boldface letters, respectively. Other important
notations are summarized in Table I.
The training data matrix is X = [x1, . . . ,xn]
T
∈ Rn×d,
where n is the number of training samples, and d the feature
dimensionality. Without loss of generality, we assume X is
mean-centered, i.e., 11×nX = 01×d. The one-hot coding label
matrix of X is Y = [y1, . . . ,yn]
T
∈ Rn×c, where c is the
number of classes.
A. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA [3] reduces the dimensionality of data by projecting
them onto orthogonal directions of high variances, which
usually have higher signal-to-noise ratios than the directions
TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER.
Notation Meaning
S ∈ Rn×n The pairwise similarity matrix of X
Sij The (i, j)th element of matrix S
ST The transpose of matrix S
Tr(S) The trace of a square matrix S
‖Q‖F The Frobenius norm of matrix Q
‖Q‖1,1 The L1,1 norm of matrix Q ∈ Rn×k ,
i.e., ‖Q‖1,1 =
∑n
i=1
(∑k
j=1 ‖Qij‖
)
‖Q‖2,1 The L2,1 norm of matrix Q ∈ Rn×k ,
i.e., ‖Q‖2,1 =
∑n
i=1
(∑k
j=1Q
2
ij
) 1
2
‖si‖2 The L2 norm of vector si
diag(v) The square diagonal matrix with the elements
of vector v on the main diagonal
Ik A k × k identity matrix
Id×k A d× k matrix with ones in the main diagonal
and zeros elsewhere
1n×k A n× k all-one matrix
0n×k A n× k all-zero matrix
W ∈ Rd×k The subspace projection matrix of X,
where k is the subspace dimensionality
Q ∈ Rn×k The auxiliary matrix of W
L ∈ Rn×n The Laplacian matrix of S ∈ Rn×n,
i.e., L = diag(S1n×1)− S
of low variances [29]. Mathematically, it solves the following
optimization problem:
max
W
Tr(WTXTXW) s.t. WTW = Ik. (1)
The optimalW ∈ Rd×k is formed by the k leading eigenvec-
tors of XTX, which also minimizes the Frobenius norm of
the residual matrix:
min
W
‖X−XWWT ‖2F s.t. W
TW = Ik. (2)
A variant formulation of PCA (vPCA) used in gLPCA [6]
and SDSPCA [7] optimizes
min
Q
‖X−QQTX‖2F = max
Q
Tr(QTXXTQ)
s.t. QTQ = Ik.
(3)
The optimal Q ∈ Rn×k is formed by the k leading eigenvec-
tors of XXT . The projection matrix is then W = XTQ.
Let X = UΣRT be the singular value decomposition of
X, where U ∈ Rn×n and R ∈ Rd×d are orthogonal, and Σ ∈
R
n×d is a diagonal matrix with non-negative singular values
in descending order on the diagonal. Then, we can calculate
the optimal projection matrix for PCA as WPCA = R1:k, the
optimal projection matrix for vPCA as WvPCA = R1:kΣ1:k,
where R1:k ∈ R
d×k consists of the first k columns of R,
and Σ1:k ∈ R
k×k is a diagonal matrix of the first k leading
singular values (arranged in descending order). Thus,
WvPCA =WPCAΣ1:k. (4)
vPCA is equivalent to PCA if we scale each column of
XW by the column standard deviation, which is a common
practice in machine learning.
B. Supervised Discriminative Sparse PCA (SDSPCA)
SDSPCA [7] extends vPCA to supervised sparse linear di-
mensionality reduction, by integrating data information, label
information and sparse regularization. The projection matrix
W is obtained by
min
W,G,Q
‖X−QWT ‖2F + α‖Y −QG
T ‖2F + β‖Q‖2,1
s.t. QTQ = Ik,
(5)
where G ∈ Rc×k, and α and β are scaling weights. Alternat-
ing optimization can be used to solve (5), as follows.
When G and Q are fixed, setting the partial derivative of
(5) w.r.t. W to zero yields
W = XTQ. (6)
When Q and W are fixed, similarly, we have
G = YTQ. (7)
When W and G are fixed, substituting (6) and (7) into (5)
yields
min
Q
‖X−QQTX‖2F + α‖Y −QQ
TY‖2F + β‖Q‖2,1
= min
Q
− Tr(QTXXTQ)− αTr(QTYYTQ) + β Tr(QTDQ)
= min
Q
Tr
(
QT (−XXT − αYYT + βD)Q
)
s.t. QTQ = Ik.
(8)
The optimal Q is formed by the k trailing eigenvectors of
Z = −XXT −αYYT +βD, where D ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal
matrix with the ith diagonal element be [8]
Dii =
1
2
√∑k
j=1 Q
2
ij + ǫ
, (9)
where ǫ is a small positive constant to avoid dividing by zero.
The pseudocode for optimizing SDSPCA is shown in Al-
gorithm 1.
SDSPCA integrates data information and label information
elegantly to seek for a discriminative low-dimensional sub-
space, and it does not involve any matrix inversion operation.
Additionally, the sparse constraint of Q makes it robust to
outliers. However, SDSPCA fails to utilize the neighborhood
information.
C. Projected Clustering with Adaptive Neighbors (PCAN)
Different from SDSPCA, which ignores neighborhood in-
formation, PCAN [21] learns the projection matrix and neigh-
bourhood relations simultaneously to perform unsupervised
linear dimensionality reduction. Its projection matrix W is
obtained by:
min
W,F,S
n∑
i,j=1
(
‖WTxi −W
Txj‖
2
2Sij + γiS
2
ij + λ‖fi − fj‖
2
2Sij
)
= min
W,F,S
2Tr
(
WTXTLXW
)
+Tr(STΓS) + 2λTr
(
FTLF
)
s.t. S1n×1 = 1n×1,S ≥ 0,W
TXTXW = Ik,F
TF = Ic,
(10)
Algorithm 1 The SDSPCA training algorithm [7].
Input: X ∈ Rn×d, the training data matrix;
Y ∈ Rn×c, the one-hot coding label matrix of X;
k, the subspace dimensionality;
α and β, the scaling weights;
ǫ, a small positive constant;
tol, the tolerance;
T , the maximum number of iterations.
Output: Projection matrix W ∈ Rd×k.
Initialize Z0 = −XX
T−αYYT ,D = In, andQ0 = 0n×k;
for t = 1 to T do
Calculate Z = Z0 + βD;
Construct Q by the k trailing eigenvectors of Z;
if ‖Q−Q0‖1,1 < tol then
break;
end if
Update D using (9);
Q0 = Q;
end for
Calculate W using (6).
where S ∈ Rn×n is the pairwise similarity matrix, L =
diag(S1n×1)−S ∈ R
n×n is the Laplacian matrix, Γ ∈ Rn×n
is a diagonal matrix with the ith diagonal element being γi,
λ is a scaling weight, F ∈ Rn×c is an auxiliary matrix
for minimizing the c smallest eigenvalues of L. Since the
multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of L is equal to the number
of connected components of S [22], [23], a proper λ will lead
to exactly c clusters indicated by S. Alternating optimization
can be used to solve (10), as follows.
When F and S are fixed, (10) becomes
min
W
Tr
(
WTXTLXW
)
s.t. WTXTXW = Ik. (11)
The optimal W is formed by the k trailing eigenvectors of
(XTX)−1XTLX.
When S and W are fixed, (10) becomes
min
F
Tr
(
FTLF
)
s.t. FTF = Ik. (12)
The optimal F is formed by the c trailing eigenvectors of L.
When W and F are fixed, (10) becomes
min
S
n∑
i,j=1
(
‖WTxi −W
Txj‖
2
2Sij + γiS
2
ij + λ‖fi − fj‖
2
2Sij
)
s.t. S1n×1 = 1n×1,S ≥ 0.
(13)
Let dxij = ‖W
Txi−W
Txj‖
2
2, d
f
ij = ‖fi−fj‖
2
2, di ∈ R
n×1
be a vector with the j-th element being dij = d
x
ij +λd
f
ij , and
si be the transpose of the i-th row of S. Then, (13) can be
written in a vector form as
min
si
γi‖si‖
2
2 + d
T
i si s.t. s
T
i 1n×1 = 1, si ≥ 0. (14)
Differentiating the Lagrangian L(si, η,b) = γi‖si‖
2
2+d
T
i si−
η(sTi 1n×1 − 1)− b
T si corresponding to (14) with respect to
si and setting it to zero leads to
si =
1
2γi
(−di + η1n×1 + b), (15)
where η,b ≥ 0 are the Lagrangian multipliers. According to
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) complementary condition, we
have
bT si = 0. (16)
Then we can express the optimal si as
si =
1
2γi
(−di + η1n×1)+, (17)
where (x)+ = max{0, x}.
Without loss of generality, suppose di1, . . . , din are ordered
in ascending order. If the optimal si has only m nonzero
elements, then according to (14) and(17), we have

m∑
j=1
1
2γi
(−dij + η) = 1,
1
2γi
(−dim + η) > 0,
1
2γi
(−di,m+1 + η) ≤ 0,
(18)
which lead to
η =
1
m
(2γi +
m∑
j=1
dij), (19)
and
m
2
dim −
1
2
m∑
j=1
dij < γi ≤
m
2
di,m+1 −
1
2
m∑
j=1
dij . (20)
Substituting (17) and (19) into the objective function in (14)
yields
γi‖si‖
2
2 + d
T
i si
=γi
m∑
j=1
(
1
2γi
(−dij + η)
)2
+
m∑
j=1
dij
2γi
(−dij + η)
=
γi
m
+
1
4γim

( m∑
j=1
dij)
2 −m
m∑
j=1
d2ij

+ 1
m
m∑
j=1
dij ,
(21)
where (
∑m
j=1 dij)
2 ≤ m
∑m
j=1 d
2
ij according to the Cauchy-
Buniakowsky-Schwarz inequality. So, the objective function
increases monotonously with respect to γi.
Taking γi as a dual variable, according to (20) and(21), the
optimal γi can be expressed as
γi =
m
2
di,m+1 −
1
2
m∑
j=1
dij . (22)
Substituting (19) and (22) into (17) yields the optimal si,
which can be expressed as
si =
(
di,m+1 − di
mdi,m+1 −
∑m
j=1 dij + ǫ
)
+
, (23)
where ǫ is a small positive constant to avoid dividing by zero.
The detailed optimization routine of PCAN is shown in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The PCAN training algorithm [21].
Input: X ∈ Rn×d, the training data matrix;
k, subspace dimensionality;
c, number of clusters;
m, number of nearest neighbors;
ǫ, a small positive constant;
tol, absolute tolerance;
T , maximum number of iterations.
Output: Projection matrix W ∈ Rd×k.
Initialize dij as ‖xi − xj‖
2
2, and S using (23);
λ = 1;
for t = 1 to T do
S = (S+ ST )/2;
L = diag(S1n)− S;
Construct W by the k trailing eigenvectors of
(XTX)−1XTLX ;
Construct F by the c trailing eigenvectors of L;
Calculate the c+1 smallest eigenvalues of L in ascending
order as e1, e2, . . . , ec+1;
if
∑c
i=1 ei > tol then
λ = 2λ;
else if
∑c+1
i=1 ei < tol then
λ = λ/2;
else
break;
end if
Calculate dij = ‖W
Txi −W
Txj‖
2
2 + λ‖fi − fj‖
2
2;
Update S using (23);
end for
After being updated by (23), S is replaced by (S+ ST )/2
for symmetry. The sum of the c smallest eigenvalues of L,∑c
i=1 ei, is used to restrict the rank of L since the eigenvalues
of the Laplacian matrix L are non-negative. When
∑c
i=1 ei >
tol, the rank of L is larger than n − c, and the number of
connected components of S is smaller than c [22], [23], so
λ is multiplied by 2 to strengthen the impact of Tr
(
FTLF
)
.
When
∑c+1
i=1 ei < tol, the opposite is performed. We did not
use a global γ, whose value is the average of all γi, as in [21];
instead, we used the optimal γi to update the i-th row of S
(sTi ) for faster convergence.
PCAN simultaneously learns the projection matrix and
neighbourhood relations to perform dimensionality reduction
and construct exactly c clusters based on S. However, XTX
can be singular, especially for high-dimensional data, so the
construction of W may not be accurate. In addition, PCAN
fails to utilize the label information for better discrimination.
D. Supervised Discriminative Sparse PCA with Adaptive
Neighbors (SDSPCAAN)
To take the advantages of SDSPCA and PCAN and avoid
their limitations, we propose SDSPCAAN to integrate SD-
SPCA and PCAN together. Its projection matrix is obtained
by
min
Q,S
‖X−QQTX‖2F + α‖Y −QQ
TY‖2F + β‖Q‖2,1
+
1
2
δ
[
2Tr(QTXXTLXXTQ) + Tr(STΓS) + 2λTr(YTLY)
]
s.t. QTQ = Ik,S1n×1 = 1n×1,S ≥ 0,
(24)
where δ > 0 is a scaling weight.
We construct SDSPCA based on (8), and PCAN based on
(10). We replaceW in PCAN withXTQ based on (6) to avoid
matrix inversion error, and F in PCAN with Y to utilize label
information, following [28]. Alternating optimization can be
used to solve (24), as follows.
When S is fixed, (24) becomes
min
Q
‖X−QQTX‖2F + α‖Y −QQ
TY‖2F + β‖Q‖2,1
+ δTr
(
QTXXTLXXTQ
)
= min
Q
− Tr(QTXXTQ)− αTr(QTYYTQ) + β Tr(QTDQ)
+ δTr
(
QTXXTLXXTQ
)
= min
Q
Tr
(
QT (−XXT − αYYT + βD+ δXXTLXXT )Q
)
s.t. QTQ = Ik.
(25)
The optimalQ is formed by the k trailing eigenvectors of Z =
−XXT − αYYT + βD+ δXXTLXXT , where D ∈ Rn×n
is a diagonal matrix expressed in (9).
When Q is fixed, (24) becomes
min
S
2Tr
(
QTXXTLXXTQ
)
+Tr(STΓS) + 2λTr
(
YTLY
)
s.t. S1n×1 = 1n×1,S ≥ 0.
(26)
Same as in PCAN, the optimal si can be expressed as
si = (
di,m+1 − di
mdi,m+1 −
∑m
j=1 dij + ǫ
)+, (27)
where dij = ‖Q
TXxi −Q
TXxj‖
2
2 + λ‖yi − yj‖
2
2, and ǫ is
a small positive constant to avoid dividing by zero.
The detailed optimization routine of SDSPCAAN is given
in Algorithm 3. When δ in SDSPCAAN is set to zero, it
degrades to SDSPCA (Section II-B). When δ in SDSPCAAN
is set to infinity, SDSPCAAN degrades to supervised PCAN
(SPCAN). When fixing the similarity graph S at its initial
value, SDSPCAAN degrades to SDSPCA-LPP, a combination
of SDSPCA and LPP.
III. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments on nine real-world datasets are performed in
this section to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
SDSPCAAN.
Algorithm 3 The proposed SDSPCAAN training algorithm.
Input: X ∈ Rn×d, the training data matrix;
Y ∈ Rn×c, the corresponding one-hot coding label
matrix of X;
k, subspace dimensionality;
m, number of nearest neighbors;
α, β and δ, scaling weights;
ǫ, small positive constant;
tol, absolute tolerance;
T , maximum number of iterations.
Output: Projection matrix W ∈ Rd×k.
Z0 = −XX
T − αYYT ;
D = In;
Q0 = 0n×k;
Initialize dij as ‖xi − xj‖
2
2, and S using (27);
λ = 1;
for t = 1 to T do
S = (S+ ST )/2;
L = diag(S1n)− S;
Z = Z0 + βD+ δXX
TLXXT ;
Construct Q by the k trailing eigenvectors of Z;
Calculate the c+1 smallest eigenvalues of L in ascending
order as e1, e2, . . . , ec+1;
if
∑c
i=1 ei > tol then
λ = 2λ;
else if
∑c+1
i=1 ei < tol then
λ = λ/2;
else if ‖Q−Q0‖1,1 < tol then
break;
end if
Update D using (9);
Calculate dij = ‖Q
TXxi −Q
TXxj‖
2
2 + λ‖yi − yj‖
2
2;
Update S using (27);
Q0 = Q;
end for
W = XTQ.
A. Datasets
The following nine high-dimensional benchmark classifica-
tion datasets were used in the experiments:
1) Musk1 [30], which consists of 476 conformations be-
longing to 207 musk molecules and 269 non-musk
molecules. Each conformation is described by 166 fea-
tures.
2) MSRA25, which contains 1,799 front-face images of 12
distinct subjects with different background and illumi-
nation conditions. In our experiment, all images were
resized to 16×16.
3) Palm, which includes 2,000 images of palm prints from
100 distinct individuals. In our experiment, all images
were down-sampled to 16×16.
4) USPST, which contains 2,007 images of handwritten
digits from 0 to 9. This dataset was sampled from the
original USPS dataset. In our experiment, all images
were down-sampled to 16×16.
5) Isolet [30], which contains 1,560 samples from 30
subjects who spoke the name of each alphabet letter
twice. Each sample is described by 617 features.
6) Yale, which contains 165 gray-scale face images of
15 distinct subjects. Each subject has 11 images with
different facial expressions or configurations: center-
light, with glasses, happy, left-light, without glasses,
normal, right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised, and wink.
In our experiment, all images were down-sampled to
32×32.
7) ORL, which contains 400 face images from 40 distinct
subjects. Each subject has 10 images with varying shoot-
ing time, lighting, facial expressions and facial details.
In our experiment, all images were down-sampled to
32×32.
8) COIL20 [31], which contains 1,440 gray-scale images
from 20 distinct objects. Each object has 72 images
taken at pose interval of 5 degrees. In our experiment,
all images were down-sampled to 32×32.
9) YaleB, which contains 2,414 near frontal face images
from 38 distinct subjects. Each subject has 64 images
under different illuminations. In our experiment, all
images were cropped and resized to 32×32.
A summary of the nine datasets is shown in Table II.
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE NINE HIGH-DIMENSIONAL CLASSIFICATION DATASETS.
Dataset No. of Samples No. of Features No. of Classes
Musk11 476 166 2
MSRA252 1,799 256 12
Palm2 2,000 256 100
USPST2 2,007 256 10
Isolet3 1,560 617 2
Yale4 165 1,024 15
ORL5 400 1,024 40
COIL206 1,440 1,024 20
YaleB7 2,414 1,024 38
1 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/musk+(version+1)
2 http://www.escience.cn/people/fpnie/index.html
3 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/ISOLET
4 http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/Yale/Yale 32x32.mat
5 http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/ORL/ORL 32x32.mat
6 http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/COIL20/COIL20.mat
7 http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/YaleB/YaleB 32x32.mat
B. Algorithms
We compared the performance of eight different dimension-
ality reduction approaches:
1) Baseline, which uses Ik as the projection matrix, i.e.,
the first k features are used in classification.
2) PCA, the most popular unsupervised dimensionality
reduction approach, introduced in Section II-A.
3) JPCDA [32], which unifies PCA and LDA. It first
performs PCA to reduce the feature dimensionality to k,
then LDA to further reduce the feature dimensionality
to c. The two steps are optimized simultaneously.
4) SDSPCA [7], a supervised sparse extension of PCA,
introduced in Section II-B. It was implemented by
setting δ in SDSPCAAN to zero.
5) SLNP [27], a supervised version of PCAN. SLNP learns
the class-wise similarity graphs and the projection ma-
trix simultaneously.
6) SPCAN, a supervised PCAN, implemented by removing
the first three terms in the objective function of (24).
7) SDSPCA-LPP, a combination of SDSPCA and LPP,
implemented by fixing the similarity graph S in SD-
SPCAAN at its initial value.
8) SDSPCAAN, our proposed algorithm, introduced in Sec-
tion II-D.
A comparison of the eight algorithms is shown in Table III.
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE EIGHT ALGORITHMS.
Algorithm
Preserve Global Preserve Local Adaptive
Supervised
Data Structure Data Structure Neighborhood
Baseline – – – –
PCA X – – –
JPCDA X – – X
SDSPCA X – – X
SLNP – X X X
SPCAN – X X X
SDSPCA-LPP X X – X
SDSPCAAN X X X X
C. Experimental Setup
We used 1-nearest neighbor based on standardized Eu-
clidean distance (so that PCA and vPCA are equivalent)
as the base classifier. The subspace dimensionality k was
tuned from {10, 20, . . . , 100}, with the constraint that k must
be no larger than n and d, and no smaller than c. We
set ǫ = 2−52 = 2.2204 × 10−16 (eps in Matlab), tol =
10−3, and T = 500 for all iterative approaches (JPCDA,
SDSPCA, SLNP, SPCAN, SDSPCA-LPP and SDSPCAAN).
For JPCDA, η was tuned from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. For
SDSPCA, SDSPCA-LPP and SDSPCAAN, α and β were
tuned from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100} · Tr(XXT )/Tr(YYT ) and
{0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100} · Tr(XXT )/Tr(D), respectively. For
SDSPCA-LPP and SDSPCAAN, δ was also tuned from
{0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100} · Tr(XXT )/Tr(XXTLXXT ).
We randomly partitioned each dataset into three subsets:
20% for training, 40% for validation, and the remaining 40%
for test. We repeated this process 10 times for each of the
nine datasets, and recorded the test balanced classification
accuracies (BCAs; the average of the per-class classification
accuracies) [33] as our performance measure.
D. Experimental Results
The mean and standard deviation of the test BCAs in 10 runs
are shown in Table IV. The largest value (best performance)
on each dataset is marked in bold. Note that SLNP cannot
run on datasets Palm, Yale and ORL, because there are no
adequate samples in each class.
TABLE IV
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF BCAS(%) OF THE EIGHT APPROACHES ON THE NINE DATASETS.
Dataset Baseline PCA JPCDA SDSPCA SLNP SPCAN SDSPCA-LPP SDSPCAAN
Musk1 79.47±2.35 76.03±3.75 74.06±4.14 77.32±1.89 66.78±4.47 71.33±4.49 78.04±2.59 77.31±3.24
MSRA25 98.15±0.61 98.89±0.45 99.73±0.14 99.77±0.20 99.76±0.17 43.36±11.54 99.68±0.32 99.78±0.13
Palm 90.58±1.65 96.71±0.80 97.36±0.97 96.94±0.92 – 61.45±3.15 97.14±1.01 96.88±0.92
USPST 68.06±1.69 85.28±1.45 86.04±1.48 87.76±0.81 81.66±1.71 17.91±2.49 87.89±1.22 87.52±1.00
Isolet 66.01±1.95 83.98±2.01 81.19±1.56 84.26±1.56 91.78±1.39 75.73±2.00 86.29±2.01 86.66±2.40
Yale 23.57±6.31 40.44±4.55 44.67±5.87 39.83±3.55 – 47.16±4.82 38.95±3.74 48.24±4.40
ORL 30.56±4.00 58.32±5.19 61.85±3.76 63.35±4.21 – 69.70±5.71 63.72±4.71 69.69±5.78
COIL20 62.29±1.58 93.21±1.63 94.90±0.98 94.42±1.54 92.78±0.96 92.77±1.51 95.80±0.59 97.12±0.96
YaleB 50.07±1.70 78.94±0.96 83.71±1.37 78.84±0.96 80.86±1.06 78.93±1.80 79.88±1.55 80.08±1.13
Average 63.20±1.02 79.09±0.67 80.39±1.17 80.27±0.63 – 62.04±1.94 80.82±0.65 82.59±0.92
Table IV shows that:
1) Our proposed SDSPCAAN performed the best on three
out of the nine datasets, and close to the best on
the remaining six datasets. On average, SDSPCAAN
performed the best.
2) SDSPCAAN outperformed SDSPCA on six out of the
nine datasets, and slightly under-performed SDSPCA on
the remaining three datasets. These results suggested that
the features learnt by SDSPCA may not be adequate
since it did not utilize the local data structure informa-
tion, which is particularly evident on the Yale and ORL
datasets.
3) SDSPCAAN outperformed SPCAN on eight of the nine
datasets, and slightly under-performed SPCAN on the
remaining one dataset. These results suggested that the
futures learnt by SPCAN may not be adequate, since
it did not utilize the global data structure informa-
tion, which is particularly evident on the MSRA25 and
USPST datasets.
4) SDSPCAN outperformed SDSPCA-LPP on six of the
nine datasets, and under-performed it on the remaining
three datasets. These indicated that the fixed similarity
graph in SDSPCA-LPP may lead to suboptimal results,
and our proposed SDSPCAAN can improve it by effec-
tively utilizing local data structure information through
adaptive-neighborhood.
In summary, SDSPCAAN outperformed other state-of-the-
art dimensionality reduction approaches, because it can effec-
tively utilize both global and local data structure information
by combining SDSPCA and PCAN.
E. Effect of the Subspace Dimensionality
To study the effect of the subspace dimensionality k, we
varied k in [10, 100] while keeping other parameters (α, β
and δ) at their best value, and recorded the averaged test BCA
of all nine datasets, as shown in Fig. 1. For k ∈ [10, 100],
our proposed SDSPCAAN always outperformed the state-
of-the-art JPCDA and SDSPCA. This again indicated that
SDSPCAAN can effectively utilize both global and local data
structure information, by combining SDSPCA and PCAN.
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Fig. 1. BCA versus the subspace dimensionality k.
F. SDSPCAAN Parameters Sensitivity
SDSPCAAN has three parameters, α, β and δ. It is impor-
tant to analyze how these parameters affect its performance.
The results are shown in Fig. 2. Take Fig. 2(a) as an example.
We changed β and δ, while keeping other parameters (k and
α) at their best value, and recorded the averaged test BCA of
all nine datasets. We may conclude that SDSPCAAN is robust
to α and β in the range [0.01, 100], but sensitive to δ.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel linear dimension-
ality reduction approach, SDSPCAAN, that unifies SDSPCA
and PCAN to extract the most discriminant features for
classification. Our experiments demonstrated that SDSPCAAN
can effectively utilize both global and local data structure
information in dimensionality reduction, and learning the
similarity graph from adaptive neighbors can further improves
its performance. When the extracted features were used in a 1-
nearest neighbor classifier, SDSPCAAN outperformed several
state-of-the-art linear dimensionality reductions approaches.
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